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In several earlier papers of this author and D. S. Passman, attempts

were made to determine as far as possible the structure of finite

groups satisfying certain hypotheses made upon the set of degrees of

their irreducible complex characters. In particular, in [4], groups

with a.c. m, that is with all nonlinear irreducible characters having

the same degree m, were studied. Among the conclusions that were

drawn about such groups is that they must be metabelian. In the

present paper we prove

Theorem. Let G be a finite group with at most three irreducible char-

acter degrees. Then G is solvable and has derived length ^ 3.

Since the simple groups SL(2, 2") for a^2 have character degrees

1, 2° — 1, 2° and 2°-|-l, there exists no extension of our theorem to the

case of four character degrees. The author is not aware, however, of

an example of a solvable group whose derived length is greater than

its number of irreducible character degrees.

Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem, we state here a

part of Proposition 2.2 of [3] which will be needed.

Proposition. Let E be a finite group satisfying E" = \<E' and

E'QH for all 77 with 1 <HAE. Then either E is a p-group or E is a

Frobenius group with cyclic complement and elementary abelian kernel.

Proof of the Theorem. Let d(G) denote the number of distinct

irreducible character degrees of G. We prove by induction on | G|

that if d(G) ¿3, then the derived length of G is ^d(G). This is clear

for d(G) = 1 and has been proved in [4] for d(G) => 2. We shall not use

that result, however, since it follows from the present proof with

essentially no extra work.

Case 1. Suppose there exists a prime p such that p\ x(l) for every

nonlinear xEIrr(G). (This case must occur if d(G) =2.) By a result of

Thompson, (see Theorem 2.5 (i) of [4]), G has a normal ^-comple-

ment 77. Let 0EIrr(77) and let x be an irreducible constituent of the

induced character 0°. Then [x|77, 0]?^O and since G/77 is super-

solvable, there exists a subgroup K, with 77ÇAÇG and an irre-

ducible character \J/ of K such that ^G = x and ^|77 = 0. Then x(l)

= [G: A]0(1) and since p\B(\) and [G: K] is a power of p, 0(1) is the
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//-part of x(l)- It follows that if G has r irreducible character degrees

which are powers of p then d(H) ^d(G) — r + 1 5¡d(G). By induction,

the derived length of H is èd(G)—r + l. If P' = l, then G is an M-

groupbySatz 18.4 on p. 580 of [l] and by Satz 18.6 on p. 581, our

result follows in this case. Suppose then that H'>\. Now, G/H' has

a normal abelian p-complement so by Ito's Theorem, (Satz 17.10 on

p. 570 of [l]), every irreducible character of G/H' has degree which

is a power of p and thus d(G/H') ^r — 3 and by induction, G/H' has

derived length ^r. Since the length of H is ^d(G)— r + 1, by induc-

tion, the length of H' is ^d(G) —r and we have the derived length of

Gis ú(d(G)-r)+r=d(G).

Case 2. G has irreducible character degrees 1, m and n with n9*\

9*m and (n,m) = 1. Suppose there exists H, with 1 <HAG and G/H

nonabelian. Let A3P, AAG be maximal such that G/K is non-

abelian. By the inductive hypothesis, G/K is solvable and it follows

that E=G/K satisfies the hypotheses of the Proposition. The irre-

ducible characters of E may be viewed as characters of G and thus E

has a nonlinear irreducible character <p, with <p(l)=m (say). Let

xGIrr(G) with x(l) =«. If P is a /»-group, then p\ m so p\n and since

G/K is a £-group, it follows that x|A is irreducible. Viewing <p

Glrr(G) it follows that </>xGIrr(G), (see for instance Proposition 1.1

of [2]) and since this character has degree «zw, this is a contradiction.

Thus P is a Frobenius group with cyclic complement and elementary

abelian <?-group as kernel. Let Q/K be the kernel. We have [G: Q]

= (p(l)=m. Let6Qlrr(Q). We claim that if 0(1) > 1, then 0(1)=« so
d(Q)=2 and thus Q" = 1. Since G'ÇZQ we will be done.

Suppose then 0(1) >1. For each linear character p oí Q/K we

let T(p) be the inertia group of p6 in G. If for any p, T(p.) = Q then

(pd)G is irreducible and (p6)a(l) =[G: Q]d(i) =md(l). Since m\n

we must have «z0(l)=ra and 0(1) = 1, a contradiction. Thus all

P(ß)>Q- The number of these groups is [Q: A]. If for every pi9*pi

we have T(pi)r\T(p2)=Q, then U^(T(p)/Q — 1) is disjoint and

we have [Q:A]^[G:Ç]. However, G/K is a Frobenius group so

[G- Q]\ ([(?: A] — 1). This is a contradiction and it follows that P(mi)

C\T(pi)>Q for some pair pi9*p2- Choose gQQ with gQT(pi)C\T(pi).

We have

pS = (piB)   = Pi6

and it follows that

/   "\-1 J /   "\_1      „
(mi) pid = e = (ai2)  M20.

Let\i=(p°)-lpi   so  X1X2-10 = 0.   If XiX2_1 = l, then   (pithl)s = (piPÎ1).
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However, since G/K is a Frobenius group, the only linear character of

Q/K which is fixed by any element outside of Q is the principal char-

acter and this yields jui =A*2, a contradiction. Thus X1X2_1?zil and 0

vanishes off the kernel of this character. It follows that 0|X is re-

ducible and thus c|0(l), and q\m. Let x be an irreducible constituent

of 6° so 0(l)|x(l) and hence x(I)?i 1 or m. Thusx(l) "■« and since «

is relatively prime to [G: Q], x\Q is irreducible. However, 0 is a

constituent of x| Q and thus 0 = x| Q and therefore 0(1) =«, our claim

is established and the proof of this case is complete.

Case 3. The degrees of the irreducible characters of G are 1, m and

« with 1 <m<n and (m, «) = 1. Also, for every 77 such that 1 <77AG

we have G/77 is abelian. The proof of the theorem will be complete if

we show that this situation is impossible.

Let x be an irreducible nonlinear character of G. If ker x>l we

would have G/kerx abelian, contradicting the nonlinearity of x- Thus

every nonlinear irreducible character of G is faithful. Suppose now

that x(l)=w*. Since G has an irreducible character of degree «, it

follows from a theorem of Burnside and Brauer (see Satz 10.8 on p.

519 of [l]) that some power xr has an irreducible constituent of de-

gree «. Choose r minimal with this property and let <£EIrr(G), 0(1)

= « with cp a constituent of xT- Then for some irreducible constituent

\p of x^1 we must have

0 ^ [Px, 4>] = -r—r- £ i(x)x(x)W) = it, X¿]

and by the minimality of r we have \p(l)=m. (The case that \p is

linear is impossible since then ipx is irreducible of degree m.) Thus

X$ has an irreducible constituent of degree m and has no linear con-

stituent X since otherwise

0 ^ [xi, A] = [«?, xA,

contradicting $(1) =n>m =xX(l). Thus all irreducible constituents

of x$ have degree m or w and at least one has degree m. Let a be the

number of constituents of degree m and b the number of those of

degree «. We obtain mn = am+bn. Now, n\am and since (m, «) = 1,

we have w| a. However a>0 and thus a^n. It follows that a — n and

b = 0 so every irreducible constituent of x$ has degree m. We may

write

x$ = ¿ 0.-
¿-i

where the 0,EIrr(G) all have degree m and are not necessarily all
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distinct. Suppose some 0,- is not of the form Xx for any linear character

X. Then for all such X, we have 0= [Xx, 0<] = [X, xßi] and x^< has no

linear constituents. However O9* [x<?5, 0¿] = [<j>, xßi] so xßi has a con-

stituent # of degree «. Let c be the number of irreducible constituents

of xßi of degree m and d the number of degree n. Then as above we

have m2=cm-\-dn. Thus m\d and d>0 so d^m and we have m2^dn

^mn which contradicts n>m. It follows that each 0¿ is of the form

xX< for some linear character X,- of G. This yields

n

1-1

If xGG'Çker X< we obtain <j>(x)x(x) =nx(x) and since 4> is faithful,

$(x) 9*n iorX9*l. Thusx(x) =0 for all xQG'-l. This yields [x| G', l]

9*0 so G'Çker x and this contradiction completes the proof of the

theorem.
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